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FOREWORD
Education and training in America are changing. All aepacts
of what were once considered matters ;of gourSeareAmcreatinglY:
under scrutiny. In order to bo,sUstainedjahefu*Urellnigitutional structures must transform to meet ;Changingneed0.
especially trite in the area of trsintro;)W100400m.**tths 21at
century. Clearly, these challengits,siultaddreeiNixtand,the'
needs of the entire population,met- if-the nation 'is to retain its
standing in an increasingly competitive world. ,

Work-based training in America is an area of great promise.
Founded as it is on the apprenticeshiplmodel of the past, we now
have an opportunity to adapt.thii approach whichshas;served-us

well towardthe workplace-ct-the-futurs-Yeas4Opealiiiwas-this may be, there are obstacles:end barrierkwhiakuustte-oVerIn a sense, the way in which-we dieiliriththe,.opportUnity
workbased training offera us is symbolic'Of hOw we will:deal with
the challenges that new emerging technologies, an increasingly
international marketplace, and our goali-with respect 'to social
equality will be addressed. Indeed, they are linked together.
Our opportunities are limitleas if we have-the coUrage to pursue
There are good, sound reasons to turn away from the
them.
challenges. Progress will upset the established order, it will
require changes in our behavior, and it may inVolve some degree of
personal and social risk. Yet, to sucCumb-to-these-barriers is to
let the opportunity pass. In so doing, we invite.a catastrophe
far worse than than the problems the obstacles posed.
came.

This study of the credentialing process of work-based training performs several functions. First, it outlines saae of the
opportunities and problems ahead, should the U.S. Department of
Labor continue its forward-looking approadh to the expansion of
apprenticeship style training. Further, it collects new data
which show the scope and response of those involved at all levels
of the apprenticeship system to the potential of work4tased training in the future. Finally, it reports the recommendations of
these groups in terms of how the apprenticeship systems can be
improved.
However, this report goes farther. In response to discussions with persons Ln the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training,
17.13-:-Department-of-labori-the-paramaters-of-this-study-was-changedin mid-course to better reflect the Changing needs and new thinking developing in that-unit as a result of their "Apprenticeship
2000" series of studies, of which the Center of Education and
ConseTraining for Employment las privileged to participate.
quently, the Center in its_desire to serve the Department and the
This, of course, took
nation, undertook a broader responsibility.
more timer_ but we are confident that this report will provide
practical suggestions to support the Bureau in its very significant work.

i

would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge a number
of individuals who contributed to the success of this project.
First, Dr. Gary 1N. Grossman of the Center staff seri/oda. Project
Director and principal author of,,the report.
In order to complete
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the right time. We could not have done it without her.
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Executive Director
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CREDENTIALING TEE RUN MODEL" OF APPUNTICRSHIP TRAINING:
wanoox or IMPLIMENTATION

=mama out

Vecutive Summary
The Employment and Training Administration of the United
States Department of Labor has for a number of years been examining and, at times, aggressively promoting the notion of an
"expansion" of the apprenticeship training system.

This study

proposes to support the Department in its efforts through several
means.

First, it provides some information as to the importance

of the accreditation issue in the development of a sinew model,' of

the apprenticeship system.

Beyond that, it will attempt to assist

the Department to enbance its strategy in overcoming the barriers
the new model presents.

Ultimately, it proposes that the Depart-

ment be prepared to act aggressively in gaining appropriate resources and support for significant movement in this area.

The Recent

.

)1

.

.

The literature clearly shows the need for attention to the
area of establishing credentials to reflect the quality of training experiences, particularly in the work-based format because of
its inherent variability of content.

In addition, it shows that

accreditation and credentialing work across the board.

Given this

framework, data were gathered not only about the problem, but also
in terms of potential solutions for the Department's consideration.

vi
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Dati_Sallistian
In an effort to obtain more recent information about barriers
and opportunities in the area of establishing a credertieling
process ir iltv and emerging occupations't

nha is generally avail-

able, two types of data collection efforts wore undertaken in this
study.

The first was a formal survey of ripresentatives of the

various flonstituencies interested in or related to the apprenticeship system.

A second type of data collected involved infOrmal

discussions with 10 opinion leaders in the employment and training

-

area.

They are later integrated in a summary section to define

the reaction of the various appr:mticeship communities to the
prospects for a national work-based training initiative.

igrWatellati
The respondents to the formal survey instrument varied as to
their orientation to the apprenticeship training system.

Rela-

tively equal groups of private sector individuals, educators,
administrators, employment and training agency representatives,
and others were included.

The reactions of survey respondents are

reported in terms of their answers to issues such as the nature
and relevance of training standards, crodentialing, and quality
control.

Respondents also_mado a number of

reccomondationaLtoward

improvement in the apprenticeship system.

The survey results were helpful in defining the context of
tha apprenticeship system as it exists.

However, the purposes of

this study were broa4er than the identification of a few items

vii
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that the Department should consider for the improvement of the
system.

Accordingly, the study team discussed the expansion of

work-based training more generally with 10 key opinion leaders in
terms of the potential for work-based training in a broader context.

Zamisaantina_tia2DUladallatio
The implementation of the intentions of the Department ot

Labor involve introducing incentives to transform-the contit oi
work-based training as it exists today.

A crucial part of that

process is the establishment of a uniform system of training
within new and emerging occupational areas and across industries.
There are barriers, however, as revealed in the literature and the
data collected in this study.

Two distinct but related strategies

are proposed to assist the Department in initiating an effective
response to those problems.
each 4zrategy are discussed.

The advantages and disadvantages of
These strategies are seen as

potentially complementary ways of contributing vital information
with which the Department can overcome some of the problems
inherent in the process while continuing to move prudently toward
its stated goals.

Indeed, work-based training has a great potential for the
quality of the workkorciand the-tuiure of tfie-iCiiiinty.

It is the

position of the study team that such potential can be realized.

Along with it, the vision of Secretary Dole and the U.S. Department of Labor becomes significantly nearer to realization as well.

viii
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cRicaormaan me am new

OF APPRIXTICISHIP TRAINING:
OVERCOKING TIM PARADOX OF INFIRKINTATION

Intazaduagign
The Employment and Training Administration of the United
States Cepartment co£ Labor has for a number of years been exam-

ining and, at times, aggressively promoting the notion of an
"expansion" of the apprenticeship training system.

Indeed, it has

argued rather convincingly through a variety of moans that the
style and format of the apprenticeship system is a highly appropriate and efficient mode of training, uniquely suitable to cerIt has further stated,

tain kinds of workers and occupations.

again with a solid basic rationale, that given the rapid transformation of the occupational structure and, if one accepts the
promises of c variety studies, (the Hudson Institute's UffAIDX21
2000 (1987) prominent among them), its inherent opportunity for
individuals and the nation, more appripriate aystems of occupational training need to bo developed.

Obviously, as the appren-

ticeship approach seems to work so well with precisely tha
populations Hudson and others identify as being the most necessary
to mobilize in support of this transformation (e.g., women, minorities, immigrants, etc.), this typo of "experience- and workbased" training may offer great promise.

Therefore, under what

circumstances, the Department asks, couA this approach cross the
lines of traditional systems into "new and emerging occupations"?
On its face, the logic is impeccable.

As well, the commit-

ment of the U.S. Department of Labor appears to have been very
consistent over at least the past 15 years.
1
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This issue has been

particularly high on the Department's agenda over the past two
administrations, expressing itself most eloquently in the confir.

nation testimony of Secretary Ilizabeth H. Dole, when the stated:
_

We have within-our readh ths fulfillment of ,_ a long-

awaited dreawthat evertAliericOn-

-iOinp-WOAInet

have a job.But to tuifiWfiri

bring about thisly and-ooksi*tzintioroutiorpole.:7-stsply
by government, but throOWthili.O0000ritiOn,'4Uticivate
enterprise, unioni ,SohOo14--:4n0FOOMmdnittleaders,to
wipe out illiteracy; And enhikiviskills::throngh:basic

education, training and ietrainingn13rthen Oaur-all
Americans profit from growth.by-cospeting for the jobs
that growth creates.
(U.S. Department of LabOr, 1989:4)
The Department obviously believes that structured workplace
training can make a substantial contribution in makIng this goal a
reality, a position that hat some support in recent studies.

It

is, however, at least somewhat aware of the existence of barriers
in bringing this axpansion about.

It recognizes that the accredi-

tation and credentialing issue is important, as evidenced by its
inclusion in a set of recommendations stemming from its "Apprenticeship 2000" series of papers and the identificatiml cf several
action items for progress in this area.

What is not well docu-

mented in its presentation is the tOgree to which the issue of
quality assurance, and implicitly certification, is crucial to its
intentions.

In this paper, it is argued that credentialing is

perhaps the principal barrier-to-the -fulfillment- of-the- promise_of

the expansion of structured work-based training in America.

At

the same time, research to substantiate the value of work-based
training is tar too deficient to support a policy change of such
magnitude.

Consequently, the Department is challenged to devote

considerable attention to the problen.
2
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This study, then, has a multiplicity of purposes.

First, it

provides some information as to the the ikportance of the accreditation issue in the development of a *new model') of the apPron,

ticeship system.

Beyond that, it will attempt to assist the

Department to enhance its strategy in_overOoming the barriers the
nro model presents.

Ultimately, it proposes that the Department

be pm:pared to act aggressively in gaining appropriate resources
and support for significant movement in this. area.

This will not.bs a simple matter.
up against such progress are formidable.

Indeed, the sides lining
However, if the Depart-

ment is serious about the matter of expansion of work-based learning, and all evidence suggests that it is, a high departmental
priority on the resolution of the credentialing issue, as opposed
to its mere presentation, would be very well considered.

This

study intends to provide the Department some support in so doing.

The Recent Literature In Accreditation and Credentialing
According to the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation
(COPA) 1985, accreditation involves:
.
.
. recognizing-educational institutions,an&-professional programs affiliated with those institutions for
a level of performance, integrity, and quality which
entitles them to the confidence of the educational
community and the public they serve. In the United
-States-this-rocognition-is-oxtended-primarily_through
nongovernmental, voluntary, institutional, or professional associations. These groups establish criteria
for accreditation, arrange site visits, and evaluate
those institutions and professional programs which
desire accredited status, and publicly designate those
which meet their criteria.

Thus, as this passage involves credentials for program completion, irrespective of emphasis, the key notion to certification
3
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is tho,acknowledgement of an individual as having been trained in
a system in which it is redognissa that:some'information or
_

actoristic of value has been transferred frost, a recognissiet _body_ of

thought or skills to a trainee.

Therefore;.a wadi' interested in

_conaidering_involving_that_individual-in,anothor setting, owl ,as

an employer, can make certain assumptions about the quality of
that training without necessarily needing to bo aware of highly
specific information about the program or institution.

Certifica-

tion is meant to contribute, threfore, to a far more efficient
transaction in the match between candidate and opportunity.

When

the process performs properly, it also encourages fairness, establishing general, transferable, and relatively objective criteria
for trainee evaluation (Young 1987).

The desirability and relevance of accreditation with respect
to work-based training have been known for some time.

Stated

bluntly, what is most clearly lacking in certification efforts
involving apprenticeships is that efficiency, fairness, generality, and objectivity have rarely been terms applied to apprenticeship training systems.
thought to be the case.

In fact, quite the opposite is generally
Glover (1986) cites seven key weaknesses

of the American apprenticeship system, variable quality of training offered, lack-of generality-and -linkages -to-other-forms-of__ ______

training, and questions of equal access prominent among them.

Worthington (1984) notes the the lack of a relationship between
time spent in apprenticeship programs and the competencies which
are presumed to emerge from such experience.

What, then, does an

employer know about a candidate after having been certified
4
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through an apprenticeship program? Appatentty, very little indeed.

The consequences of these issues have not been restricted to
observations made in rftsoardl finality.

Business- and industry,

not just in thm Unitsd :Mites but also in Europa, where it is
mistakenly prssumed that the apprenticeship systema perform much
more effectively, is not at all certain what constitattu effective
work-based training in the area means (Glover and Shelton 1987;
and problems of transtsr-

E.milton 1985) Noah and Eckstein 1986)
abi7ity have been raised repeatedly.

This is not to say that in

c.!rtain industries and in some locations the apprenticekhip system

does not work very well.

Indeed, the basis upon which the U.S.

Department of Labor has been able to credibly promote the concept
of work-based trainirg is that its value is generally recognised
at least to some degree.

Yet, there is no mechanism to generalize

this value nor to express it across the borders of whatever programs are locally known and respected.

Clearly, some mechanism

needs to be established whereby high-quality work-based training
can be communicated beyond the reach of simple word-of-mouth or
reputation.

Further, it is apparent that some approaches seem to

work while others do not.

Obviously, the solution involves sone

typs_of universal_ammulftaticarprocess_forapprenticetktp training that can assist business and industry in making bettor
choices, as Young (1987) suggests.

Beyond hhat, however, is the

identification of those aspects of or approaches to work-based
training that provide the essential core of value.

5
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Without question, there las been need for action in this
arena for some time.
taken place.

Less apparent is the reason why it has not

Despite the fact that it is an issue that has been

quite clear to observers over the years, surprisingly little
specific attention hao been devoted to accreditation and crodenFor

tialing within ths context of the apprenticeship experience.

example, in a sward' of the entire database of the Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC) which includes aliost one
half-million documents and the largest single location of entries
about apprenticeship issues, only 15 items could be identified
which are even remotely .to accreditation or credentialing.

Of

these, only one half deal with the issue relative to the United
States.

Why, then, if credentials are so critical an issue and so
clear a need, has it been dealt with in such a shallow fashion?
One answer may be found in the explanation provided by Dertouzos
and Solow (1989), referring to "a legacy of long neglect."

Anoth-

er issue they cite is the national reluctance in making investments in training generally, as clearly would be required to set
up a system which would promote greater uniformity in training
standards across the nation.

These are certainly possibilities.

However, a much more

satisfactory explanation suggests that few efforts would be more
threatening to the vested tradition of the apprenticeship system
than one which would tend to shift the balance of power toward any
other entity which could substantially influence trainee recruitment, selection, and placement, not to mention training content as
6
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clearly as a national accreditation process would.

Hence, insofar

as the Department of Libor is the source of a large measure of the
research performed in the apprenticeship area And because of the
fact that it can hardly stand apart from the interplay of political forces in the process, perhaps the lack of imvestigation into
the issue has been a result of the fact that the potential size of

To involve the Department by

the opposition is very apparent.

itself at this scale necessary may well cause such opposition to
solidify, imperiling those efforts about which it is concerned.
4-,

The issue certainly has been "neglected," but perhaps not due to
oversighv. alone.

While it is a very straightforward matter con-

ceptually, it becomes most difficult as a public policy question.

Thus, perhaps the Department has understandable difficulty in
taking action beyond urging it along and hoping for a critical
mass of support to develop.

Balanced against the political problems is the reality that
movement to establish non-traditional types of credentials has
tended to be well received in other training arenas.

Stoyanoff

(1982) reports that a program to establish, recognize, and cre-

dential CETA training was considered by employers to be very
valuable and a motivation of some significance to their trainees.

While it never emerged as a standard practice-in CETA because of
many of the same Challenges faced in apprenticeship training, the
utility of crodentialing the training process was quite apparent.

Likewise, efforts to coordinate apprenticeship training as part of

a three year community college xperience was found to be very
effective (Tuholski 1982).

Further, the experience of other
7
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nations in this area, particularly as it results in certification
in non-traditional areas, has set with success in certain agricultural occupations (Taylor and Deane 1984).

Finally, certification

alone, even apart from specific occupational training, seems to
Even the General Education Develppossnt (GED) certificate

work.

has been shown to be useful to employers as an indicator of job
readiness, if not necessarily marketable skills (Pawasarat and

Winn 1986).

While perhaps the best that can be said ibout the

GED as a credential for employability is that it is preferable to
no credential at all, this fact underscores the point that businests and industry are not simply receptive but very desirous of

same kind of standard on which to base employment decisions.
Obviously, this approach has worked so well for academic training
aver so many years that it is often forgotten that the issues and
process factors are similar to that of work-based training.

This

may provide a further clue to developing a practical approach to
overcoming opposition.

The literature clearly shows the need for attention to the
area of establishing credentials to reflect the quality of training experiences, particularly in the work-based format because of
its inherent variability of content.

In addition, it shows that

accreditation and credentialing work across therboard. lammy-this
framework, data were gathered not only about the problam, but also
in terms of potential solutions for the Department's consideration.

The following section wail address these issues.

8
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Bsta_gialmation
In an effort to obtain sore recent information about barriers
and opportunities in the area of establishing a credentitling

process in new an emerging occupatiOnsthen is gehOiallyivail-

siffortai wors.undsitaksh

_able, two _types of data collection
study.

in, this

The first was a formal survey of representatiWes of the

various constituencies interested in or related to the-apprenticeship system.

In total, 39 indiiiduals from 5 states ware,personr

ally interviewed in an open-ended format (see appendix).
responses were coded and tabulated.

Their

The respondents were distrib-

uted across categories as follows:

TABLE 1
CATEGORIES OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS
Employers
Trade Group Representatives
State Level Educators
Administrators (Federal and State)
Union Representatives
Vocational Rehabilitation Specialists
Interest Group Representatives
Postsecondary Educators
JTPA Representatives

8
2
8
8
3
3

2

A
3

ngs39

The intention in this rarvey was to locate individuals across
the country in a

position-who-know-and

apprenticeship system.

are-concerned-about-the-

They represent business and industry,

educators, union people, an4 trades representatives.

While the

sample size is too small for between group differences to be

9
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assess4d, the data do provide some insight into how the apprenticeship community views both the proceis and the product.

A

complete list of all survey respondents is reported in the appendix.

A second type of data collected involved informal discussions
with 10 opinion leaders in the employment and training area.

The

purpose of these conversations involved establishing a context
around apprenticeship credentialing issues, discussing barriers to
improved accreditation processes, and how these barriers might be
overcome. These individuals, all recommended to project staff by
the Department of Labor, are in positions which either initiate
policy or are affected by it.

As such, they aro knowledgeable

about the problem and have substantial experience in addressing
it.

A complete list of these respondents is reported in the

appendix as well.

Each of these sets of data will be reported individually.
They will be integrated in a sumuary section at the end of this
report.

Buyailmulta
The respondents to the formal survey instrument varied as to
their orientation to the apprenticeship training system.

Rela-

tively equal groups of private sector individuals, educators,
administrators, employment and training agency representatives,
and others were included.

As a consequence, there is some degree

of variance between respondents as to their positions on questions
pertaining to the apprenticeship area.

10
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However, one strong trend

that characterises the survey data is that respondents tended to

focuitheir remarks and their thiaking upon the aorenticeship
system as it currently masts, i.e., tie ',Old model.* That is, of
course, understandable.

professionally involved.

The current system is that which they are
Yet, it also reveals something of a

limited vision, at least on the aggregate level, to the problems
and opportunities of work-based training.

However, the survey

does suggest what and who should be included in any new set of
work-based trainini objectives.

While only major themos'will be,

discussed in this paper, complete survey results are provided in
the appendix.

=Mazda
First, the respondents were askad if there are standards in
place for all apprenticeship programs in their respective areas.
Nearly all respondents (95 percent) reported that there were.
More than one third stated that the local/state joint committee
set those standards, the modal response to the category.

There

was an important difference, however, between those who saw the
need for input from others into the process, principally the

education community, and those who were committed to leaving the
process in the hands of those who currently control it.

This was

the first suggestion in the survey as to the possibility of a
fundamental dispute between those favoring apprenticeships as they
exist as opposed to those who might view it in some expanded
framework.

Standards as established were generally seen as being

closely followed.

11
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In terms of what recommendations respondents would suggeeu on
the issue of standards, a number sought change, principally in the
areas of increased flexibility toward meeting established standards (21 percent): raising the standards to more acceptable and
relevant levels (21 percent)t and improving attempts to recruit
young, female, and minority trainees (15 percent).

However, a

substmntial number (15 percent), stated that no changes needed to
be made at all, despite the acknowledged ambiguity and rigidity of
meeting work standSrds.

gmadintialing
The issue of credentials kdded clarity to the picture of one
portion of the apprenticeship community pressing for Change while
another actively resisting it.

All respondents stated that the

credentials provided by apprenticeship training programs were
recognized by employers in their state and the vast majority
(94 percent) believed they were recognized by employers.elsewhere.

/t was the consensus opinion, therefore, that credentials are
marketable and make a difference to employers.
Survey respondents were then asked what cou.ld be done to

further improve the recognition of apprenticeship credentials.

A

plurality (44 percent) of those answering the question suggested

that greater visibility ofor publicity about the value of credentials would improve their marketability to employers.

However,

despite their presumed value, an almost equal number (40 percent)

responded that things were fine the way they were, no changes
being indicated.

Likewise, in terms of recommendations, publicity

12
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awl visibility were the most often cited.

However, the very

consistent position of "no changes" in the credentialing process
was also clearly heard.

MA111;1_110=91
The possibility of monitoring of training quality vas discussed next in the survey.

Respondents identified the local/state

joint committees as the most likely source of training effectiveness control.

However, most (66.7 percent) indizated that others

should bek involved in the process, either calling for all appro-

priate parties to be included (30.6 percent) or specifying educators (22,2 percent) in particular.

By contrast, 33.3 percent

called for "no one else" to be included or identified those parties who currently cr--lose joint committees by definition (union

and management), i.e., the "no change" faction.

What this sug-

gests is that although most (22 of 33) cite quality control as a
problem, many want only the same actors currently involved in
monitoring the process to continue in that capacity.
control issue, then, is much like the others.

The quality

Problems exist and

require resolution, but there are equally clear lines of resistance in coming to terse with them.

ituram_Bagmendationa
One contribution of the survey, than, is to acknowledge the
degree of dissonance within the apprenticeship community.

There

are those advocates of change, but a significant number who would
reject change even in the face of clear advantages to it.

What

13
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the survey has determined is that resistance to change is a sig-

nificant consideration and the Xacztajhaaaalin do not necessarily
change attitudes toward it.

Thus, the Department's effort to

promote its notion of expanding the application of apprenticeship
style training will not, by itself, do much to soften the opinion
of this segment of the employment and training community.
then two problems are revealed.
through objecttve research.

Overall

First is a left of *facts*

Seccnd, is the recognition that even

if these did exist, the structural interests in the training
community would not necessarily change as a result.

Another contribution of the survey is that a set of recommendations were generated by the respondents in order to provide the
Department a means of improving the the accreditation and credentialing process.

Table 2 identifies those recommendations.

14
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TABLE 2

RECOMMENDATIONS OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS (N-54
What ovoli14 recomsendationr vouldyou p;ovide the
Bureau ot Apprentioeihip and Training as it tries to
isprove the current system of credentialivg find accrediting prevails both vital.,n current occupations and in

non-traditional uses?
Note: Respondents could sake up to fovz racossendations

n

Banannendatinn
1.

2.
3.
4.

6.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

13.

Itprove arpronticoship
information in schools
Better publicity
Improve training/
trainers
Improve business/
industry commitment
Better funding for apps.
More flexibility
Bettor parent involvement
Recruit better trainoes
Strengthen linkage with
high sdhool voc. progs.
strengthen linkage with
community colleges
Reducu bureaucracy/
"red taps"
More attention to
disadvantaged/special
needs populations
Other

Percestage

110=1C:tags

atAanni_.

aLasennonen

21

5.1%
53.8%

1.8%
19.3%

4

10.3%

3.7%

9
6
15
3
6

23.1%
15.4%
38.5%
.7.7*
15.4%

8.3%
5.5%
13.8%
2.8%
5.3%

17

43.6%

15.6%

10

25.6%

9.2%

5

12.8%

4.6%

5

12.0

4.6%
0.9%

2

2.6%
109

In sum, the -Icommendations of tha survey respondents ;awnfied much of what has previously emerged.

Those interviewed telt
_

rather strongly that the Department should maks a greater attempt
to publicise the advantages and opportunities of work-based training; that stronger linkages should be made with high school voca-

tional programs and the community colleges; that more flexibility
should be introduced into the training process and, one wruld
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presume, the apprenticeship structure; and that more be done to
enhance the level of business and industry's commitment to workbased training.

Indeed, not only did these recommendations re-

flect the position of the survey respondentmlbut also reflect sone
of the recommendations in the Department's recent publication

Work-Based Learning: Veining America's Workers (1989), despite
the fact that the survey was completed several months prior to the
publication of the document.

Thus, it contributes to i definition

of several things-ihat could be-dono to-improve-the situation-

relative to apprenticeship training and the audiences to which it
may speak.

It also generally supports the direction the Depart-

ment is taking in this regard.

The survey results are also helpful in defining the context
of the apprenticeship system as it exists.

Clearly, it helps

establish a basis for desirable modifications in the current means
of operating programs.

However, the purposes of this study are

broader than tho identifications of a few items that the Department should consider for the improvement of the system.

After

all, the goals set by Secretary Dols call for a transformation of
the employment and training system in the nation rather than
simply a repair of the mechanisms in place.
a broader view is called for.

Wore information and

Accordingly, the study team dis-

cussed the expansion of work-based training more generally with
10 key opinion leaders.
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Th principal issue under consideration with_the opinion
leaders, most of whom wore in the public sector involved With-the
creation and implementation of policy itselfl.was the_extent to
which any expansion of apprenticeship stilatixeiFting was possible.

What were the barriers to its realization and what cOuld be done
to overcome them?

Is change in this traditional area oven realis-

tic? What role should the Department play?
The study team interviewed these individuals with the-assurance the.: their names would not be associated with specific comments.

However, the names of these persons are listed in the

append...le to document the fact that these respondents are very

close to the situation in work-based training.

The initial concern of most of the loaders was that the
barriers were matters of politics and institutional arrangements.
"Work-based training will not be expanded by a simple declaration," one program administrator stated.

"It will take a four-

year period at least to introduce (change) and its going to take
time, effort, and dollars.

Even then, if it happens, there will

be losers who will be alienated and not accept their situation
quietly."

This "turfism," as another individual called it, is the

primary obstacle accordinqto the leaders.

There is a procedure

to the way in which apprenticeships are done in this country.

By

attempting to standardize and credential training processes, one
inescapably changes the political equation.

This will have,

according to these leaders, inevitable consequences.
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Another related concern.was the introduction of new actors
into the process.

"There iv zio reason in the world that propri-

etary schools, community colleges, and vOcational-stechniCal insti-

tutes cannot be brought into the systeail a leader commented.
"They could serve the Department well in e number of ways.
could create t's instruments.

They

Their courses could contribute to
Their could be

skill development in some crodentialing processes.
the focal point for training in new technologies.

They could

provide alternatives to traditional apprenticeships.

But their

involvement would probably never be accepted."

Beyond the politics of the equation, it was felt by several
individuals that women, minorities, and others may view progress
in this area as the creation of yet another barrier to opportunity.

As one respondent commented, "how do you gat folks to buy

into something that looks like standards being raised when your
people are having a difficult time with access as it is?"

Instead

of greater opportunity, then, it could appear as another attempt
to "creaming" and further depriving the "at-risk" worker.

Another question centering around the necessary "buy in" of
groups within the apprenticeship community was the question of an
incentive for members of the group to leave it.

"You will never

get the (name of group) to accept a situation that will encourage
its people to separate."

As well, another person noted that

states will have to be involved.

"It gets difficult when a pro-

gram is fragmented 50 different ways."

As such, the process of

overcoming barriers may provide the seeds for new problems.
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The final barrier discussed conceated whom would be in
charge, i.e., who is going to set the standards to Which everyone
is supposed to adhere.

The federal government's involvOment alone

would create a great deal of resistance, yet there would 'have to

be a rather large portion of centralized control in order for any
system to work.

But what would their relationship to the states,

the unions, the colleges, etc., be? As well, what of the relationships between natural competitors, such us union and non-union
approaches to training?

Clearly, another paradox-is-presented.

The only group capable Of leadership could be nearly universally
As well, will historical rivals ceasc to oppose'one

opposed.

another, even on grounds of "national interest? How would this
be presented and whom would "sell" it?
Despite the widespread acknowledgement of serious difficulties down the path, all of the leaders were very aware of the
opportunities.
long run.

"Work-based training is most productive in the

You can do more in less time than in any other format."

In addition, one leader identified the fact that it can offer
something "to make both employers and students care.
gets access to a labor pool that can be trusted.

The employer

The trainee

receives the assurance that th4 stuff in school has a direct,

It also lots employees have some

demonstrable linkage to reality.

idea as to what kind of career peth they are on and where it
goes."

It is, as another respondent put it, clearly "the best

idea for the employee, at least in the context of a labor shortage.

And it gives the employer an advantage in times of labor

surplus."
19
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What, then, would be required to bring sudh a program to
fruition?

Nearly all leaders pointed out that employers have to

accept the credential.

They will be, one stated, "if and only if

you can create value for the employer.

If yoU can, it will cateh

What kinds of

on, just like it has in academic credentialing."

"value" would employers need to be attribute to credentialed
trainees?

"First, you have to show them that the individual has

been tested according to relevant characteristics.

Thtn, you have

to show some level*of --forld-of-work attainment (i.e., rasponsibil

ity skills), that there is an appropriate level of relevant basic
skills, and finally, that the individual has the right vocational
skills.

You show all that and employers will buy into it."

What about the role of the federal government?

"The only way

is voluntary.. You try to force anything in this environment and
you go nowhere.

But that isn't all bad.

The creation of medical

boards are, essentially, a private sector initiative.

They work

very well and are universally acceptable and highly portable."
However, it was the consensus of the respondents that the Department had to make the process happen and encourage, though not
necessarily control, enforcement.

But what kinds of factors will the Department have to include
and how will they be integrated in such a way so that the existence of barriers will not destroy the process?
section addresses this question.
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The followiny

A

To summarize the foregoing, the implementation of the intentions of the Department of Labor involve introducing incentives to
transform-the context of work-based training-as it-exists-today:

A crucial part of that process'is ths'establishment of a uniform
system of training within new and emerging occupational areas and
across industries.

Once established, both the trainee and the

employer, not to mention the soclety, would benefit greatly by the
creation of a credential to acknowledge each level of-Skilldiiihd.:
ovate:It.

The existence of credentials would assure the employer

of-o

training efficiency

o

equity of training opportunity

o

transferability

o

objectivity in trainee evaluation

o

greater employee productivity

But thre are clear problems.

One set of problems involves

"turf. Institutional arrangements must emerge such that acceptance is maximized and the appearance of threat is minimized.

As

well, the role of the Department must be that of a catalyst of
change as opposed to the appearanta of mandating Change.

A second set of concerns reflected in this study is that the
foundation on which the value of work-based training exists, i.e.,

that it is superior for certain trainees than either classroom or
on-the-job training, is questionable.

The data which support it

tend to be qualitative at best, generally anecdotal in nature.
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While it is clear that the "facts" cannot persuade all, it could
be a significant contribution to the Department's effort if the
Secretary had her disposal a base of data to whidh she could refer
in making her case.

While it is beyond the scope of this study to conduct such
projects at this time, two distinct but related strategies are
suggested by the foregoing analysis.

The first would be a pilot

project in which a distinct trainee population was selected in
_

certain areas of the countii most hospitable to the_ expansion of

These trainees would receive

the work-based training concept.

instruction appropriate to new and emerging occupations in the
area and then followed over a period of time.

The second strategy would have a much more specific research
focus.

Trainees would receive varieties of training experiences

and the results compared.

The following sections discuss these

options in greater detail.

Strategy Number 1:

Work-Based Training in a Demonstration Project

This project would be organised around disadvantaged populations and natural "feeder" systems.

Based on the research shoving

both the clear need for the involvement of diewlvantaged populations in the economy of the future and because of the tendency in
the literature for work-based training to function more effectively with workers inclined toward experiential learning, it is
proposed that the Department embark upon a test program to demonstrate the effectiveness with which training can occur.
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Operationally, the Department may consider graduates of
programs such as the Job Corps, ZTPA, and those separating from
the military as an eligible pool of applicants.

These indiVidu-

ale, already having some level of skill, couldlbe pliced-in an
apprapriate training program designed by employers, labor groups,

and educators in a ;1rticular industry which does not have a
formal apprinticethip training process and followed for a period
of five years.

After one or two years of training they would

receive a credential from the employer-labor-educator committee
endorsed with the imprimatur of the U.S. Department of Labor.

Among other areas of concern, the employment histories of these
individuals, their salary levels, the satisfaction of employers
with their work, etc.

would be measured.

These data would be

compared with workers in the industry that did not participate in
this training.

Assuming the positions that the Department and others have
taken over the years is in fact true, we should note a rather
substantial difference in performance, job stability, and employer
satisfaction among persons vho received the training.

Further, we

should see some degree of employer recognition of the value of the
certificate, providing a critical piece of information for the
future of certification efforts.

Finally, if the program took

place in a region of the cc!Antry in which a particular industry

grew as expected, the degree to which these trained workers advanced would be a highly relevant indicator of the success of the
program.

Ultimately, effective results would provide the Depart-
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ment with a far better basis to make claims for work-based training than it presently has.

As such, one could reasonably expect a

more substantial policy impact than present conditions soon to
Additionally, the ability of the Department to stimu-

indicate.

late change without imposing itself in a regulatory fashion could
NI demonstrated.
In terms of obvious drawbacks, this strategy has its share.

Indeed, the advantage it would have of using "at-risk" trainees

could tend to "CETA-ize" the program, i.e. that it might be een
as appropriate for the disadvantaged but no one else.

The Depart-

ment would have.tc balance this barrier against the clear difficulties it would have beginning the program with skilled,

marketable workers that are currently compotitive in the labor
market.

The Department would have to maintain its position that

the program was not specificrlly aimed at the disadvantaged population exclusively.

In addition, this program necessarily would

cost some money and not yield positive benefits for several years.

It may be difficult to maintain a consistant level of support for
such a program through administrative changes.

However, it is

certain that the Department has to begin somewhere and we would

suggest that such a demonstration project is a useful tep in that
direction.

Strategy Number 2:

A Comparative ncamination of Work-Based Train-

ing
This approach would aidress the question of the effectiveness
and efficiency of work-based training as opposed to other training
24
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modalities.

As discussed previously in this paper, there isms to

be a serious lack of supportive evidence for the unique value of
apprenticeship-type training other than that of a generalised
belief.

It is proposed that the Department-undertake a study

involving a classic quasi-experimental design *hereby one group of
trainees in an occupational aressiaald receive classroom instruction, another matdhed group receive on-the-job training, and a

third group receive trainim lesigned by employers, labor groups,
and eddcators cosibining classroom-Ind OJT.

Trainees-wculdrreceive

a common pre-test and a post-test after the indicated training

periods and results capered.
differences.

An analysis of the data should dhow

If the claims of work-based training are merited, a

significant difference should emerge in terms of the vork-based
training group over either classroom or OJT.

Further, it would be

of interest to note any differences between the latter two groups
as being indicative of vhether either classroom or purely experiential learning contributed the greatest effect to trainee performance.

The advantages of this strategy are several.

First, any

improvement of work-based over other types of training modalities
would be demonstrable in a way that is not currently available.
On this basis, it could be fairly claimed that a credential 'which

emerged from such training should be relatively more useful to an
employer, hence more marketable, than other kinds of training
received elsewhere.

Finally, it would be a relatively inexpensive

utudy to conduct, yielding potentially useful data for the Department.

In terms of disadvantages, this approach would not truly
measure the impact of the credential except by implication.

As

such, the principal deficizncy of this approach would be relatil
to and a function of its principal advantage:

its small scale and

the relative political safety of its introduction.

Analysis
The approaches discussed can promise no more than a beginning
in a long process of establishing work-based training as a viable
means of bringing large components of the workforce of the future
to a level of competency and skill flexibility appropriate for the
challenges of the future.

Yet, the alternatives are untenable.

Either the Department can reach far beyond its scope in taking
control of the entire employment and training arena or it can
continue to encouraging the process of developing work-based
training without taking direct action, an approach that hat not
yielded impressive results despite a laudable persistence on the
part of the Department.

Flawed as they are, it is the position of

the study team that these two approaches, preferably utilised
together, will assist the Department of Labor in establishing the
value of work-based training in a way that is difficult to refute.
To paraphrase one of the leaderg, this is not something that can
be accomplished by decree or attempts at persuasion.

While solid

results may not convince everyone, it may well serve to create the
"critical mass" of support that is necessary to create change.
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Indeed, vork-based training has a great potential for the
quality of the vorkforce and the future of the economy.

It is the

position ot the study team that audit potential can be realised.

Along with it, the vision of Secretary Dole becomes significantly
nearer to realization as yell.
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CoordinAtor of Apprenticeship, Division ot Business
& Industry Services, Worth
Central Tech College

Robert Robs
Ohio Bureau of Rehabilitation

Jim Gill
Assistant State Supervisor,
Trade & Industry

Byrl Shoemaker
TormarAMbio Director ot
Vocational Education

Toe Jenkins
Director, U.R.W., Skill
Trades, Akron

Lynn Swisher
Ohio Industrial Commission,
Rehabilitation

Susan Joseph
Chairperson, OSU ftpartment.
of Education

T)ny Swoops
Director. Ohio Bureau of
Apprentioeship & Training
Bob Wood
Coordinator & Chairman,
Carpenter's litate ComPissiou
on Apprenticeship
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LEADER'S INTERVIEWED
Bill Browning
American Bankers Association
Dave Crawford
Secretary's Commission on
Workforce Quality and Labor
Market Efficincy, Department
of Labor
Nick Kolb
Bareau of Apprenticeship Training
Department of Labor

Anita Lancaster
Department of Defense
Irene Lind
Deparment of Labor
Bob Littman
Department of Labor

Mike MUrphy
Job Corp, Department of Labor
Peter Sheets
American Bankers Association
Susan Sigel
Consultant

Jim Van Erden
Bureau of Apprenticeship Training,
Department of Labor
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APPRENTICESHIP ACCREDITATION QUESTIONNAIRE
n

Interviewer

Interviewee

Name

Name

Date

Agency/OrganIzation

How data collected (Check one)

Employer
Large
Small

6
2

Trade Group

2

o Telephone
o

In perma

o Group Interview

Employment Agency
Education
State

8

Federal

Administration
State

7

Federal

1

Union Group

3

Other

o Rehab

3

o

Special Interest

2

o

Postsecondary

3

o

JTPA

31

42

2

39

General
1.

constant
Are the number of apprenticeships increasing?

4
13

decreasing?

22

2.

Will there be suffizient personnel to fill future apprenticeship
openings or needs?
Yes
8
No
31

3.

In Idiat employment areas will there ba a shortiger
New/Emerging
General
Trade and skill areas
12
Service Occupations

Masonry/Construction

8

Auto & Diesel Mechanic

12

2
14

-Electrical

Machine Trades Tool & Die
4.

15

Other

In the selection process, what, if any, recognition is given for
previous training in vocational schools or colleges?
28

In all/some programs/places

5.

Few/none

5

Don't know/no answer

6

(a) What group determines who is admitted to apprenticeship programs?
DOL/BAT 1; Joint Committee 19; Employer 14; Union 10; JTPA 1; Applicant 1
(b) Do you feel that current selection practice is directed towards
craftsmen or manasement?
Craftsmen

36

Management
6.

2

6

Are school grades, and test results used as part of the criteria for
admission?
Grades

2

Both to a degree

21

Tests

12

None

2

Don't know

2

Yes

16

Process
7.

Should apprenticeship programs be accredited?
Comment:

Need agreement with 2-year colleges
uooa laea
Yes, but later
working okay now
Need better programs/change
State or federal agency should handle
Too much bureburacy now

32

4
1
1

2
4
2
2

No 21

N/A

2

8.

9.

10.

11.

Which agencies are involved in the establishment of the accreditation/
registration agreement in most apprenticeship areas?
Unions

5

Employers

6

Colleges/schools

8

State adthorities

6

DOL/BAT

3

Don't know/no answer

21

Who else should be involved?
2

Employers

3

Unions

Educators

8

Don't know/no answer

26

3
No one
What group/agency performs ongoing review of the accredited program?

State DOL

2

Vocational educators

2

Joint Committee

Unions

2

Colleges

1

Don't know/NA

2

28

No one
What ara the two recommended improvements that should be considered
regarding the accreditation process?
(a)

Involve community colleges

5

Give program more credibility

1

Involve vocational educators
Standardize currlcu a
Eliminate favoritism
uon t know7NA

3

State Council too

bureaucratic/simplify

(b)

1

3

Involve employers
Estd1is'fl 3ulnt

1

uar

of all groups

1

1

Standards
12.

Are there standard', f.n place for all apprenticeship programs?

Yer 35

No

2

N/A

2

If yes to above, who generally sets the standards for the
apprenticeship programs currently?
DOL/BAT

10

Unions

2

No one

1

Joint Committee

15

Employers

1

Don't know

3

State Dept. of Labor
13.

Nat. standards
or ru n rg

6

Who should help set standards generally for each apprenticeship
program?
Educators (general)

State Dept. of Labor
Union/management only

13
4

10

33

Employers

8

All groups

4

DOL/BAT

3

Don't kncw

2

Unions

3

AA

&A.

14.

To what degree are these standards utilised?

Very closely
Somewhat closely

22
11

ery 1II.l.1 er

15.

Not at all
0
luon't KhOW/NA
What recommendations would you make on how standard setting and use
could be improved?
(a)

3
3
8

Close gap between standards and technology

--nzurenuarra--Increase-flexibility

Aecrult Aung, WbmenimMoriTles
(b)

8

Raise standards
------DTher
None
Don't know/no answer

6

(c)

Credentials
16.

Are the current credentials given at the completion of an apprenticeship program recognized by employers in your state?

17.

39

No

0

In other states?
No
Yes 30

2

Yes

Don't know/no answer

7

In what form are these credentials given?

1,3.

Cards

19

Certificates

23

What could be done to improve the recognition of this credential?
Improve visibility/PR
Raise standards
01_,Ljey_ativait is

19.

11

Improve information
Don't know/no answer

10

What overall recommendations Would you make?
(a)

(b)

Better publicity/visibility
Improve relationship with DOL/BAT
Improve tracking system
Begin program in salools/Colleges
Improve interagency cooperation
Improve trainfng quality
None
Don't know/no answer

(c)

A r

10
1

4
b
2

3
5
6

3

12

quality Control
20.

How is the ovarall quality control of the typical apprenticeship
program conducted?
2
State Dept. of Labor
3
Staff personnel
10
Other (mics.)
11
Joint Committee
2
-mere is mond
3
-Employers
6
Don't know/NA
3
DOL/BAT

21.

Who (agency/group) is involved with ongoing quality control monitoring?
3
2
Staff personneT
State Dept. of Labor
2
11
Shop committee
Joint committee
3
tmproyers
Sthools/tolleges
3
DOL/BAT
3
No-one
ritl'ion

22.

23.

1

----tertliWNX-----="--

V:ho should be involved in this monitoring?
Unions
11
All parties
Employers
4
No one elsg
Goverrement agency
1
Jcurneymen
Don't know/NA
8
Schopl personnel

1

7

4
5

What ncedc to be checked most often for quality?
APPLIDtjce rec
No particular tem
Related work

5

Instruction/OJT
y s
mp oya
Don't know/NA

22
10

Access Training Value
24.

Who is involved (vgency/group) in the evaluation of Mining
effectiveness?
Schools?

25.

6

Industry?

22

Union?

10

Jotnt Efforts? (Business/labor/school) 20
1
State Dept. of labor
Should all agencies that provide formal apprenticeship recognized
tra.lning be accredited?

Yes

18

No

18

If yes, who should be involved in the training value determination?
Industries using those workers

2

Government agencies

5

Schools

5

Unions

2

lt

_

26.

What is the biggest problem currently with the issue of training
effectiveness?
7

Student monitoring/retention
Lack of training/student quality
Lack of industry commitment

ZU
6

one
Other
27.

What would be your recomwndazion for improving this condition?
Lower standards

11

Decisive action

Work witfilrEETERT------- *

28.

17

No

19

Sometimes

12

Sheet metal
6
Plumbing
Transportability of Credentials

2

3

Other

5

uon

1

know/NA

5

Are persons' credientialed by the State Board of Apprenticeship or the
U. S. Department of Labor, given recognitioa for the credentials by
employers in hiring or psy schedule?
34

Yes

Sometimes

Don't know/NA

3

2

Are credentials transportable (recognized) across states?
Yes

32.

Don't know/NA

Carpenters
BuildThg traaes
Machine repair

2

31.

1

which trade areas do the best job of related training?
Electrical

30.

5

13

Is the related training given on an organized basis using schools or
colleges to provide the training?
Yes

29.

10

Better publicity
Better selection/
recruitment

2

Tax credit for employers
Work with parents
Other

3

30

Sometimes

Don't know/NA

3

6

Are credentials recognized more by some groups than others?
Large firms

25

Medium sized firms

16

Small firms

9

Non-union employers

8

Union employers

26

36

47

14

-

33.

A.

Would individuals in the health field be receptive to an
apprentice-type program recognised by the Department of Labor?
not why?
Don't know/no answer
4
Woolems Tb protesslonal area
Lack of industry commitment
1
Yes

7

No

26

Turst

If

5

17

4

Not needed

B. Wbuld individuals in the auto mechanic field be receptive to an
apprentice-type program recognized by the Department of Labor? If
not why?
Yes

13

No

18

Maybe

1.

Don't know/no answer 6

DifficutyrrWiempoyers

8

People not interested

1

3
3

--PITUTTTZUTTles
Not needed

Rummary
Specific Recommendations. What overall recommendations mould you
provide BAT as it (a) tries to improve the current system of
credentialling and accrediting programs within current occupations and
move into non-traditoinal areas?

Improve apprenticeship career information in schools
Better publicity
Improve skills of trainingitrainer
Improve business/industry commitment
Fund apprenticeship programs better
Better coordination with businees/industry
More training flexibility
Work more effectively with parents
Recruit better students
Strengthen/articulate with high school vocational programs
Better coordination with community colleges

Too much bureaucracy/government red tape
More attention to special needs population
Other

37

2

21
4
9
6
5

15
3
6

17
10
5

5
1
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